helping
architects and
builders achieve
energy ratings of
up to10-stars

. . . by making Australia’s most energy efficient windows

Entrance Doors
Since 1990, Paarhammer
windows & doors have
been setting the benchmark
in energy efficiency
in Australia.
Your entrance door is like your business card. When visitors come to the home the
entrance door will give a first impression. There are many designs available from modern
to traditional, from blending in to making a statement. The design should suit the house
so that ‘curb appeal’ works as a whole and makes the home inviting.
Importantly, an entrance door should not only look good but work well. After choosing
the right design, sealing and security are the main issues for front doors. Paarhammer
entrance doors achieve their outstanding energy efficiency through their unique airtight
framing design that incorporates rubber seals to eliminate drafts.
Security
This is a very important point as not all
visitors are desirable. New advances
in locks and opening mechanisms can
improve your entrance door’s security.

Custom-made
Whether you choose an elegant door, more
modern or traditional, a variety of designs are
available to suit the architectural style of your
home or business, and custom designs can be
made just for you.
There are a variety of glazing and timbers
to choose from, including FSC® (Forest
Stewardship Council®) certified timbers.
Products can be ordered sanded only or spray
painted in a range of finishes and colours.
Entrance doors are also available for all
bushfire attack levels, including BAL-FZ.

Multi-point locks allow the door to be
locked in several places at once just by
turning the key in the lock. Hardware with
3 locks – top, middle and bottom of your
door – can even include hooks, which
makes it impossible for an intruder to lift
your door off its hinges.

CAD drawings on website

Integrated Home Security
Entrance doors are available with multiple
locks for manual or electronic operation.
Electronic door locks can be integrated into
your home security system or stand alone
applications like fingerprint recognition that
do not require an electrician for installation.
No draft
Sealing well means that your door is double
rebated with rubber seals all around. This
reduces draft to almost zero and your energy
bills will reduce dramatically. Especially if any
glazed areas are double or triple glazed.
Energy efficiency
Double or triple glazing is combined with our superior
rebated framing design that incorporates rubber seals to
eliminate drafts. This is how Paarhammer can achieve the
lowest U-value.
In addition to employing the latest energy saving
technologies that achieve massive energy savings of
up to 80%, Paarhammer doors can also deliver an
astonishing noise reduction of up to 45dB. That is some
80-90% over conventional doors.
WERS values for entrance doors are comparable to our
window and door ratings as the same technologies are
used, such as framing design, seals and locking systems.

We are committed to a sustainable future with architectural flexibility and style.
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